GOLDBERG BROTHERS
PAIR LINKING KIT

Open two barn doors with one hand tied behind your back.

One hand is all you need to open a biparting pair of barn doors with a Pair Linking Kit from Goldberg Brothers. This clever accessory connects to the top of both doors so they open and close in perfect synchronization.

Slide either door and the other door moves in the opposite direction. And it looks like some kind of magic because the technology is hidden behind the tracks.

- Designed to fit Goldberg Brothers Standard Series, MP Series, or CP Series biparting barn door hardware with any hanger style
- Kits for Stainless Steel Series hardware also available
- The 24’ kit fits two doors, each up to 36” wide (or up to a 72” opening)
- The 50’ kit fits two doors, each up to 72” wide (or up to a 144” opening)
- ADA-compliant single operation
- Can be installed without removing the doors or tracks

The cord and pulleys mount almost invisibly behind the tracks. Here is what you don’t see:

Remove any previously installed Soft Stop components before installing the Pair Linking Kit. Both accessories cannot be used simultaneously.